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This is to certify that:

TM Filters B.V.

03.09.04G Separators, Liquid from Liquid

03.09.02G Separators, Liquid from Gas

03.09.05G Separators, Solid from Liquid

09.05.04G Seal Gas Filters (API 614)

03.08.32G Lube Oil Filters (API 614)

undertook the Vendor Passport 

as a Manufacturer in the following categories of supply:

with its plant at: Magazijnweg, 4 - 2404 CE Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands

Certificate Issue date:

Certificate Expiry date:

Certificate No:

29 May 2018

29 May 2020

2018/00202

The full set of information is accessible on the SupplHi.com’s digital ecosystem. 

You can gain your access at https://supplhi.com/web/portal/userregistration

Stefano Carloni

Qualified VR LR Assessor

Giacomo Franchini

Director

Consult the Vendor Passport

http://www.supplhi.com/
https://supplhi.com/web/portal/userregistration
https://supplhi.com/web/portal/company-profile?companyId=58edd950e4b01bc01250f10

